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18. XI. 54.

Dear Albert,

Thanks for sending me the reprint of your article on present status and future possibilities of a vaccine against polio. You have certainly hit the nail on the head. Please send me 12 copies of this same reprint if you can spare them?

As you will well realize I have long been on your side of the battle—

and still am. However, in view of the difficult situation I am placed in—my objections have been only been directed to "polio research". I certainly

I have realized how in that

the matter was essentially a power

group/medical/political fight and so

I dropped out of the picture.

I'd like to have a chance a long chat

with you one day. All the best & love.

feeling's to Jeff & family,

F. F. O.
But forget to see the December 1934.
No. of the Club. of Microbiology.
Read the note in Barque Venice.
As part of the psychological process of preparing the background of the innocent public for a favorable reception of the "Rheum" facts (when it comes),
"We may hypothesize" - I heard.
Tommy F. convince the audience (at the recent New York meeting of Med. Referees Council) that there were examples of immunity produced by killed virus - we needed.
And - the most cited Yellow Fever Virus Vaccine.

Sitting in front of him was Henry Kunin. Staring anglically into his eyes, but not a word from him. After the meeting I asked Henry if he agreed with everything Tony said and heMainWindow admitted that the key to 1953/4 was "sub-acute coron-

Someone should write a musical comedy titled "The Prophylactic Opera" of 1953/4.